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Xavier Team Takes Third
Speakers Analyze Student Goals In
Second Annual _Leadership Conference In Jesuit Debate Tourney
Ovel' the Thanksgiving vacation, Joe Meissne1· and Tom
Waldron, who was attending his
first inter-collegiate tournament,
represented Xavier University at
the National Jesuit Debate Tournament at Loyola University.
Xavier had a 4 won-2 lost record which gave them 3rd place.
Joe Meissner was ranked as 2nd
best speaker with 79 points. (Isl
placp speaker had 80.)

'Meissner Talk
Opens Session
BJ Paul Wenker
What is a leader? What does
leadership in a C re e society
mean"! Whal should freedom
mean to the American college
student? These wt: re only a few
questions put forth at the 2nd·
Annual Leadership Conference
held on the Xavier Uni\·ersity
camJ>Us, November 16th an~I 17th.
"A leader," slated .Joe Meissner, President of Student Council in his keynote address, "is a
m<1n who has vision. who tries
to convince other:> of its truth,
and to convert that vision into
th~ irun and concrete of reality."
A leader, he explained, is not a
"manager," a "poll-taker," or an
"anti-leader." He said that a
Jeacl','l' must. have four qualities:
cour<Jge, judgment, integrity, and,
most i mp or t a n t, dedication.
Speaking before the st u cl en t
leaders o.f Xavier ;md the other
area colleges, Meissner asserted
as leaders, it· is. "our· •obligation··
to start ·anew." The student
leaders should be concerned with
what kind of people the university is graduating and should be
more involved with man and the
thirigs of man. "Can the leaders
of Xavier," he asked, "become
Christ-like men of vision, brave,
moral. honest, and above all
dedicated?"
. Universu,·, a Cha1·ade
Stephen C. Sunderland, President of the Student Council at
Hunter College in New York and
a special guest of Xavier's Slu·
dent Council, staled college slu-.
dents "participated in a charade,
a game which sounds like education or looks like a univel'Sity
but in fact is neither." Steve
Sunderland proposed that stu- .
dents be introduced into all the
councils that make decision in
this community - the university.
"This extension of participation
to a previously excluded member
of the community," he explained,
provides .for the growth of democracy, and restoration of the
true purpose of the university."
Quoting the Committee on the
University and World Affairs ot
the Ford Foundation, he stated
that the pu1·pose of the American university was "the advancement of h u m a n welfare
through the enlargement ·a n d
rommunication of knowledge in
a spil'it of free enquit-y ."
NSA Head, Main Speaker
The main speake1· at the first
session of the conference on Ff'iday evening was Dennis Shaul,
Prnsident ol the National Students Association, a student ot'•
ganization in w h i c h students
b·om ·different universities can
®ine together and discuss the
problems which concern them.
A graduate of Notre Dame, he
stated that since 1958, the NSA
has gone too far in the political
aphere. "The Association," he asserted, "has become a political
debating organization. A happy
medium must be re a ch e d in
NSA between 1>olilical and edu·

They debated the topic for this
ye<Jr: whether the non-Communist countries should form an
economic union. This topic was
selected in keeping w i l h the

Lati11 America
To Be To1lic

>.:·'.idiri;.r_\... ';~
Mr. Richard McCaft'ery, Leadership Trainini:- Director of the
Na&ional Council of Catholic l\len, addresses the f,eadership Conference banquet in the Cafeteria's Blue Room. Seated at tilt' speaker's
table, ten to right, are Tom Rohs and Gary Tyler. co-chairmen of
tl~e cont"erence.

"South Americn Chooses It::
Future" w.ill be the topic of a
speech by Rev. John J. Considine. M.M., no December 5. Father will talk al student convocation al t:ao p.m. and in the
evening as pat-t of the Xavier
University Fonun Sc r i cs al
8:15 p.m ..

cation al. issues/~. ·He -added 'that - in.~NS~to '. bl:irig'··:it;: back.-:t1> ·a. ·
Father Considine is the Direcit is a _healtl~y thing for students happy mediurn between politics
tor of the Lalin Arneric::in Buto be committed on political is- and education.
reau of N::itional Catholic Welsues and also for a univel'sity to
NFCCS Head Speaks
fare Council in Washingt(}n. ln
allow diverse opinions.: "But,"
"The· Naticmal Federation of
his newly appointed job, among
warned ·the President of NSA, Catholic College . Students is a
"students stress the idea or one channel of the lay aposlolate," other res1}011sibililies, he directs
the Papal· Volunteers for Latit1
cause as the whole way of life stated John Simone, first full
America.
and make it a single crusade; they time Pl'esident of the Federation.
have no idea for positive plans He ~poke at the Salui·day artc1·He is also a member of I.he
of what American society should noon session of the .Leadel'shi1)
Council on Foreign Affairs and
be like, just what it shouldn't
Conference, "As Catholics, we
the Natiotnal Advisory Council
be. This attitude of mind is not
have a responsibilit.y. We must
of the Pea~e Co1·ps.
healthy. We cannot take a fragapply the courses in a ·univerFather's spec ch will. be on
menled view of an issue-devosity to society, and not leave
tion to one cause without a dethem in the university. In edu- · the ·cold war choice of the nations of South America and trnw
votion lo the whole is not good."
cation, one must continue what
tlicir choice will determine the
In his final statement, he said
has· been learned in the classhistory or the Church and of
that he intends to :Start a change
(Continued on Page :~)
the Western Hemisphere for centuries to come.

Xavier. Psych Department M i~i
·z ·t·ary B all
To Co-Spons_or. Worl~shop Is Tomorrow
'l'he psychology departments
of Xa\•ier University and Longview State Hospital have joined
forces to sponsor a Workshop on
Aphasia (loss of speech) lo be
held Tuesday, Decembei· 4.
A noted authority in the field,
Dr. Waller Riese, Glen Allen,"
Va., will conduct the workshop,
which will be held in two sessions.
The first, on the topie, "llis&or,- and Principles of Aphasia
&e11earch," wlll take place at
lt:30 a.m. In &be Albert D. Cash
l'lemorlal Conference Room of
the Locan Buildlnc on the Xavier campus, "Cerebral Locali1atlon of Apbaala" is &be title of
the second presentation to be
elven at !:30 p.m. In the l.oncview Hospital Auditorium,

Dr. Vytautas J. Bieliauskas,
ehairman o! the Xavier psychology department, explained
that aphasia covers not only
corn1llcle Joss of speech but also
im1>airment of recollection of individual words. The condition in
its mol'e 11el'ious manifestations

is the result, he said, of the i11creased number of head. i_njuries
today, particularly from automobile accidents.
230 Al'ticles

'l'he autho1· o( books in French
and English on medical topics,
Dr. Riese is also the author of
more than 230 articles for scientific periodiculs, published in
Germany, Fi·ance, Swil:wrland,
the Netherlunds, Canada, and the
United States,
A two-time winner of the
Rockefeller Fellowships, he received research grants from the
Richmond area University Cente1· in 1950 and 1952. After teaching in Ge1·many, whel'e he was
born, he moved to France and
was associated with the S01·bonne University in Paris for
several years. He was later chairman of the deflartment of the
History of Medicine at the Medical College of Vir·ginia and is
now emeritus associate professm·
oC Neurology and Psychiutry
there. He is currently visiting
professor of f>Sychology at Richmond Professional !nslilute,

polic.v ol adopting. a resolution
pertinent to the immediate national or international seene.

Also tt1is year, Xavier hae
been invited to and will attend
major tournaments at the University of Miami (Fla.). the
Naval Academy, West Point,
Harvard, Dartmouth. the Stale
Unh·er,-ily at San Francisco, and
many others.
This year the debating society reels that it is in a position lo give more people .i
chance Lo participate in inlracnllegiale debate. Therefore this
year in conjunction with the
varsity debaters, they plan to
offer lo those interested among
lhc students the opportunity of
debating on campus-both among
then1scl\·es and with teams representing other colleges.
Father Horrigan says, "I urge
all students who have the lime
to join the Poland Philopeclian
Dcbali•1g Society and to lake advantage or the valuable experience that can come from thi.'I
activity."

WCX(/ Gets
New Manager
Roget· Stroh's appointment a&
station manager of WCXU, the
Xavier University campus radio
station, was approved by Student Council on November 19.
Stroh, a senior from Cleveland, Ohio, said that beginning
immediately after the Ch1·ist111as
v a ca lion the closed-circuit
WCXU will broadcast lo Marion,
Brockman, Elel, and South Halls,
At the present time the broad·
casts only reach South and part
of Brockman Hall. The wider
and clearer broadcasts will result from a new transmitter being built by Dave Deilcrman, an
engineer at WCXU.

Emphasizing· that he wants
station WCXU to be a service
·to lhe students, Stroh pointed
This Saturday evening, De- out the importance of the station
bulletin bo<ird. Fifteen minutes
cember 1, at the Topper Club,
the Xavier Order of Militaty after every hour the station reviews the current campus acMerit will present the Twentyfourth Ann u a 1 Military Ball.. tivities. Roger urges all campus
org·anizations to send infonnaMusic will be provided this yeai·
by Richard Mawlby and his or-. tion concerning their activities
lo the station so that it can be
chestra. At 9:00 p.111., to start
the Ball rolling, a reception line broadcast on the bulletin board.
will rcce.ive the cudets and their
One of. the immediate condales.
cerns of the new station manager
is lo find out the student preferThis year the favor will be
a 5 by 7 color photo of each ences as to the type of programcouple. Additional pictures may
ming the station should cal'l'y.
be oi·dernd at the time these picAny new ideas~ criticisms, or
tures are taken.
sugestions which a student feels
Highlight ot the evening will
would lead to station improveinclude presentation of Gradument should be sent to the :;Laation Sets to the members of thP.
tion situated in the basement of
Xavier Order of Milita1·y Merit
Albers Hall.
and the announcement o( the
191l2 Military Ball Queen.
Stroh added, "An e-,.ident
The Pershing Ril'les are taking oa·de1·s for c01·sages in South
Hall.
Cadets are reminded that a
while, plain-collar, dress shirt
and a black bow lie are part of
the uniform Co1· the evenint:.

/

weakness at WCXU is the Communication Al' ts Department':j
lack of interest in the station.
These students could use the station as a type of working lab.
All concerned would beueCit l>.Y
Lhe association."
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Pare,...

HERE t·here ir much de1ire to learn.
there of necessit11 rvill be much arguing,
W
much rvriti11g, man11 opinio11s: for opinion in
good men is but knowledge in the making.
John Milto'!

''He Who Hates
. ... ''
M y E nem1es
'I'he deteriorating military situation in
India has already led some to suppose that
Pandit Nehru is, par excellence, the cheese
champ of the Neutrality League. No doubt
it would take an admirable apologist to
distil from his antics on the Kashmir border
with Pakistan any sign of military flair.
Nor can we, as Americans, find much to
commend - militarily or otherwise - in
Nehru's own Spanish-American War, the
Goa invasion.
Ne,;ertheless, Nehru has shown, at last,
some of the backbone lie must have had during his apprenticeship to Gandhi in the strug- ·
gles for Indian independence. We can only
join the almost universal chorus or praise
that followed his shelving of the volatile Mr.
l\lenon; and we can admire the legacy of
British pluck that has thus far kept the
Indian Government from throwing up its
hands in understandable despair at the
Chinese flooding upon the Assameee plain,
not so very far from Calcutta.
A few snicker at the spectacle of Peacemaker Nehru, already stained in the Goa
garb, righteously playing Churchill to his
torn, distressed nation._ They regard his
present pleas to the United States and the
United Kingdom to be no more than the
capstone to a long series of hypocrisies.
They cannot bear to see the United States
assist an avowed neutralist - that is to say,
a person who sees that his own nation is
incapable of playing Big Four politics.
Nehru, we must admit, has had his faults,
glaring ones, and has more than several
times played into the hands of the Communist bloc ... would that France and the
United Kingdom (our allies) had better
records. 'Ve suspect that Nehru is reaping
rather more than he actually sowed.
We hope t.hat Nehru can presently remove
some of the causes for caviJling against our
military support of his country: to wit, the
fruitless provocation of the Kashmir border
dispute, and the blind optimism that the
Chinese, after a II is done, will prove to be
regular chaps. We imagine that Nehru already intends to funnel his country's nationalistic drive elsewhere than into a
comic-opera series of charges and countercharges against the Pakistani Government.
As for the other objection to our military
assistance, it would seem that Nehru's faith
in the Chinese must disappear when the
.Tiger is already at the gates.
We therefore hope that Nehru shall be

stage character, but as a human being wl10
feared with us in a common fear, that we
might not all perish. What better time to put
aside the hammer-and-sickle clown with the
evil grin, the supercilious, haughty eagle,
and then think, think hard, how much thmie
symbols have obscured our thinking in the
past? What better time to stop letting
someone else with a facile pen rule om·
thoughts with musty preconceptions? Why,
Mr. Khrushchev can now be seen as a scared
bully, half- scornable, and half - pitiable!
What need have we of lampoon and boast to
make us feel sunnier?

able, for the first time in four hundred years,
to rally his disunited people against the
most menacing invasion attempt ever made
against the Indian subcontinent. Moreover,
we hope that the United States Government
considers its present aid insufficient, and
utilizes as much of our. munitions capacity
as is necessary to put India on a footing to
resist this aggression. True, we may not
concur in Nehru's timidity, nor in his yacillation and pettiness; yet to quibble over this
now would be to ask for the clay when we
could stare at a red flag over the Parliament
House at New Delhi, and sigh for the good
old times when Nehru stood between Red
China and the Indian Ocean, and, ultimately,
the rest of free Asia.

It's too bad such a moratorium is
"'impracticable." For we should. lose more
skirmishes in our self-supporting struggle
with the Bear, and would tllen quickly tire
of the painful thinking that leads to understanding, though not acceptance, of the
Enemy position. It is easier to think of an
Eagle and a Bear than to think of John
Johnson and Ivan Ivanovich.

Eagles Versus
Bears
Now that Congress is meditating a biU to
protect bald eagles, golden eagles, and, we
hope, double eagles, it seems appropriate
to suggest yet another bill for the Capitol
Hi11 pundits to propose over their bean soup
and branch water. It seems to us that ..•
wen, an those eagles in editorial page cartoons tend to look rather scraggly. Fat men
·with wicked smiles always are plucking tail
feathers and whatnot. After Warren, Mauldin, Herblock, Low et al. finish their hatchet
work on the American Symbol, we can only
be glad of one thing - that the Continental
Congress did not follow Franklin's suggestion to have the turkey named the American
national bird!
And since President I<ennedy has succeeded, for the first time in so many years,
in grabbing some diplomatic initiative for
the United States, we feel that a slight
token of a1>preciation would be in order.
Nothing spectacular, mind you. It stl'ikes
us that, perhaps, the newspapers of the
United States could agree to a self-imposed
moratorium on battered eagles, whether
plucked, gagged, lame, halt, or tethered.
We would not, however, strain the newspapers' endurance; they might resume their
m·tistic sadism as soon as we lost another
i·ouncl in the cold war. But for a month or
two, it would be a blessed relief to see an
eagle, cold-eyed, proud, with all its feathers
intact.
In fact, newspaper editorial cartoons
might, just m~ght, proclaim a similar moratorium on pudgy men with leers, dragons,
and bears that walk like· men. What time
but the present? For once, we have seen
Chairman Khrushchev, not as a bellige1·ent

why Xavier had entered the organization.

Gnry F. Tyler

Council Comments

• • • The University of Dayton
ls the second college from this
area to enter NSA. U Is expected
that within the next year, other
Ohio Valley schools will con•
sider entry-amonc them the
University . of Cincinnati, Miami
(Oxford) University, Villa Ma·

Jim Pelikan, NSA campus co-· filled in on what X had done in
ordinator, will be attending a
1·egard to investigating NSA at
regional conference of the Na-· that time. Then, in the fall,_ Joe
Meissner a t t. en d e ii a special
tional Students Association today
and tomorrow in Columbus at meeting of students at Dayton
Capital University. Joe Mel8811er, where he outlined the reasons
(Continued on Page 3)
President of the Student Body,
and s e v er a l members of the
Council leadership will accompany Pelikan to this parley of.
member Ohio colleges. Many
problems which face the l'egional
..J,.
group will be discussed tho1·Publ11hecl weeklJ' clurtnl the 1ehool fear eseep& durlnl 't'aeatlon perlodw llJ'
oughly,
Xavier U11lvereltJ', Hamilton CountJ', Evanaton, Cincinnati 7, Ohio, •t.60 per :rear.
... After many months of de·
Entered ae 1econd claH 11atter Octoller '· 1948 at the Poat Olllc:e at
Cincinnati, Oblo nnder tbe Act or Mareb 3, 1879.
liberation, the UnlversUy of
opinion• upreased In tJo'r ·•aper are tile oplnlona or the editor• alone,
Dayton has joined the NSA. This TheyEditorial
do not neee111rilf e:spre11 tbe opinion• or tbe o8lelale or Xavier Unlnr1ltr
move by that school's Student nor of the atudent bod}' or Xa •lier taken •• 1 whole, uni..• 1pecllleall7 atated.
Council is believed to have been
Opinion• of eol11mnlate "'• entlrelf the~ own and need no& repreNn& the
sparked off by Xavier's entry eplnlon or the edltorla_l lloard or of &DJ' aemlter thereof.
earlier this fall. Last spring, ZDITOR .. JK-ORl•r •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• LID le~••I•, '63
when X a v i er was considering· •XllCUTIVZ BDITOa • • • •••• , • , , ...... , , ••• , •• , •••••••• , •Tllad Llnd197, 'IS
entry into this national student ASSOCIATE EDITORS.•• .... Oal'J' DeaH, '13, Zdl'8rlal1; lerrr Zelta, '13, Can;
Don Leona,cl, '&3, J'eaturH; O•l'J' Trier, •es.
wganization, the U. of D. StuIPOllT8 ZDITOa .......................................
C1Ulln1er, •• ,
dent Council invited several of
aSPO&TB&I •••••••. ,Toa BaMk, 'Ill; Oerl"J' •ranclt, 'IS; lla Rel1ela111a, 'H;
:X's proponents of NSA Ohl• eolDHld Cook, '15; Kip Jtoe, 'I•; Toa llelalek, '13; WllUaa lleek, 'II
amlmi& Included) to a meeting
PllO'fOO&APH'I' ••• •., ••• ,. , •••••••••••• , • , ••••••••••••• , .lella •nala1, 'IS
with their Council. They were •o»•UTOU •• _.................. William ........... n ...............,,.

Xavi'.

11:••

NEWS Assured Of
Fair Ticket Prices
Students who paid $2.50 for a companion.
ticket to the X.U.-U.C. game while U.C.
students were paying only $1. 75· for similar
tickets certainly have a 1·ight to be angry
with Xavier's ticket office.
When this same situation occurred last
year, the NEWS protested in an editol'ial
(October 13, 1961). We were assured at
the time that "better arrangements would
be made for next year." Obviously, these
arrangements were not made.
The question, then, is, "Why not?" As
everyone knows, there have been many
changes of personnel in Xavier's Athletic
Department in the past year. It is obvious
that in the confusion 1·esulting from these
changes the whole p1'0blem of the pricing
of companion tickets was forgotten in the
face of greater problems.
The NflJWS is not interested in blaming
anyone for the unfair p1·ices. We are certain that no one in the Athletic Department would deliberately have charged Xavier students more than a fair price for the
tickets.
It seems to us to be more important to
look to the future. The NEWS has been
assured by Xavier's Athletic Director, Mr.
James McCafferty, that next year the prices
charged will be the same for both Xavier
and U.C. students.

-

R. Paul N el.ron

Of Notes and Quotes
We have all completed our
celebrations of National Bird
Day. Isn't it great to be back at
school! You have a reason to get
up early every morning, and you
no longer force you1·selt to stay
out late1• for that one extra draft.
The good lite has returned. They
say the early bird gets the worm,
and if you like worms you're all
set.
Christmas is coming fast. Each
year it comes faster. Now most
cities put up -their Christmas
decorations before Thanksgiving.
By the year 1980 they will be
putting them up after July 4th.
In the year 2000 who'll' bother
to take them down?
I will now Jist a few gifts
which won't be given for Christmas.

and objectivity. Hany Truman
will again best sum up the situation, "That guy should be a
pretty good loser-he should be
getting used to it."
Nehru might be given the "alltime patience award" lor not de·
daring war on China as they
marcht:d over his country,
Adlai Stevenson might be given a picture of hell freezing over
by the U.S.S.R.'s United Nntion
delegation. In turn Stevenson
could give them some lovely and
very informative pictures of mis•
siles in Cuba.
Bertrand Russell could be glv•
en a red star so you could tell
whicl} side he is on, without a
scorecard , even though he sits
on our bench.

- Nixon might be given a Press
Robert Welch and his John
Card by the National Press Club. Birch _society are investigatinl
Nixon in turn may well praise Christmas. They don't mind the
the newspaP,er• for their faitne111 . IJ'een &.-olor but red ia too much.
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Letters to the Editor··
Irate Student
Sounds Off
Dear Sir:
The purpose of this letter is to
exp1·ess my absolute disgust concerning the unfortunate course
that the recent "Leadership Confe1·ence" took before il even got
started. By the very title "Leadership Confe1·erice." I was lead
to believe this was lo be. a weekend meeting of the leaders on
om· campus. This concept was
confirmed in the last issue of
the X. U. NEWS.

1

Speaking quite frankly, I was
somewhat offended when I did
not receive an invitation. I say
this since I am p1·esident of two
campus organizations and member of a third, the Alchemyst
Club, the Albertus Magnus Society, and the Xavier Band. I.
was,- however, willing to disregard this feeling since everyone
is certainly permitted lo have
their own evaluation of another's
competence. However, in speaking· to other office1·s and members of the Alchemyst Club I
found that not a single chemistry
major had received an invitation.
This, gentlemen, I can not brush
aside,

ference just happened to be good
fl'iends or men on the invitation
committee. In this letter I will
not use the "Xavier grape-vine"
as evidence of negligence, despite its accuracy in most matters that pass through it, but will
let the facts speak Io1· themselves.
Speaking specifically of the
Alchemyst Club I can say that
all of m~· fellow officers are
abO\'e average students and hiwe
been extremely active in club
and ealnpus activities since their
freshman year. Using my Secretary-T1·easure1· as a prime example. r can point out that he
has only received three B's in
his scholastic career at Xavier,
the rest being A's. He is a hard
worker and has the admiration
of every chemistry ma j o i· at
Xavier. I would certainly considel' him a leader as would I
consider the rest of my officers.
Apparently the invitation committee considered none of them
leaders. The Alchemyst Club
cannot and will not consider this

natlans by presenting their annual "Battle of Jazz," was not
considered a leader by the invitation committee.
The Xavier Band is an organization that has always been a
leader of the student body at
every athletic event they have
eve1· appeared. Apparently the
president of this fine organization was also considered to have
poor leadership qualities since
he is another that did not receive an invitation to the conference.

.....,.....

New Chapel Dedication
Set For December 16

Gentlemen, can it honestly be
said that these men are not lead•
el's? Can it be said that the organizations they represent are
not 1 ea ding 01·gani?:,ations on
campus? I think not. If these
men are not leaders on your
campus, then I must question
whether you attend classes on
the same campus as I.
Sincerely,
William E. 1. Broxterman, '63.
Ed. Note -

See Gary Tyler's

column.

Leadershi p
conIerence

an oversiwht.
Going outside of the Alchemyst __
Club there are many othet· examples that may be sighted.
The president of the Xadar
(Continued from Page 1)
Rifle & Pistol Club, an organization that spreads the name of
Xavier across the nation and room; what we learn in Theology
. There is talk traveling thmugh
keeps it there with every shoot- and Philosophy must become a
the "Xavier grape-\•ine'' that ing match in which they par- way of life."
many who did attend the conticipate. was not considered a
Pr i n c i pal areas in which
ference are not at this time and
leader b~· the invitation com- NFCCS is directing its efforts,
never were active members of mittee.
he said, are industrial relations,
any campus organizations. There
The president of the Jazz Club, urban affairlio and rural life. TI1e
is also talk traveling through the
"grape-vine" that many \\'ho did a club that just recently won Federation gives s t u d e n t s a
receive invitations to this con- the admiration of many Cincin- chance lo gather first hand information through ils numerous
workshops on the problems of
today. The stt1dents then i·clate
the facts they discovered to the
principles they have learned.
The students obs·erve, judge, and
mote their oi·ganization and pre- then act."
(Continued from Page 2)
sent their views to &he studeut
donna College, and Our Lady of body.
Jim Luken, local labor leader, ·spoke al the next afterCincinnati.
•.. The French Club will ap- noon session of the conference .
. . . Tim Canfield's pal'liamenpeal to the Student Review Speaking on labor unions he detarian committee is making
Board a decision of the Social. fined them as "a gathering 'tosome head-way with its work on
Chairman to place that club on gether of laboring people" with
Constitutional clarification and
temporar,\' probation and set a the purpose of "obtaining a betamendment. The Parliamentarter share of the wealth of the
$30 fine. The penalty was handian of Student Council is hoping
ed down as a result of a recent world for those who ,work."
to have a final draft i·eady for French Club dinner_party which
On whether a union has ComCouncil's approval by the end of conflicted with a military dance
· this semester. The Student Coun- in the armory. Young ladies munist tendency, he said, "The
cil Constitution has been in a found the club dinner party labor unions are not a socialized
process cif revision since 1960. It more inviting tJ:ian the armory entity, but a social entity."
is felt by many Council sources dance. The result was that most
Since 1954, labor unions have
that Parliamentarian Canfield is of these girls left the military failed in their goals. The reason
doing' an exceptionally good job dance fo1· the other affair. The put forth by Mr. Luken was
with this committee and the Revie\\' Board may suspend the "The ·leaders are old." Today the
problems connected with revis- penally prescribed by the Social only way to reach the goals of
ing a Constitution.
Chail'man because of lack of the union is through the federal
government and as a conse•
sensible evidence,
.•• The powerful Treasure1"s
quence labor unions have enCommittee, under the leade1·ship
• , • The Leadership Confer- tered into the realm of politics.
ol Rudy Dasi, has been faced
ence was hailed a tremendous
At the banquet held in the
with a serious p1·ot>lem. Several success by all those students who
members of the nine member· attended, All the p r i n c i p a l Student U n i o n, the principal
committee have not been partici• speake1·s were received with speaker was Mr. Richard Mc•
pating in the functions of this considerable Xavier hospitality. Caffery, the Leadership Train•
committee. The result has been In compa1·ison to 1 as t year·s ing Director for the National
that the work ol the committee event, the attendance of. campus Council of Catholic Men. He
is s o m e w h a t h·ampered. Two leaders was doubled. It is esti• stated that many non-Catholics
years ago, another Treasurer of mated that Council's loss will be have ·• sincere desire to learn
about the Catholic Church but
Council was faced with· the same slight-about $350,
do not know where to look. The
problem. He resolved it quite
• , • APOLOGIES are la order . Catholics themselves are a Is o
simply. He issued a wa1·ning to
those committee members· which to UIO!le 1&uden& leaden who ~esitant to approach a non•Cath•
stated to the eUect that if they were no& plaeed on &he 1ueat olic or else are too· involved in
missed any more meetings, they Ill& r... &be Leadership Confer• their own world to· notice them,
A Catholic must be a help to a
could be suspended from Coun.
ence. Ever,. clan president 1ub• priest. He mu·st take the part of
cil and relieved of all authority,
mlHM. a Ila& &o tile Conference the leader. The Catholic must
This threat wo1·ked. Wba& do yo•
Committee
which then, la tum, have th1·ee qualities if he is to
tblnk, TreHurer Hasl? Oh by the
...iled out tile lavltatlona. Of be a leader among non-Cath•
way, that Treasurer of Council
eourse &here la no clear cut a11- olics: "politeness, openness to the
was Garr T7ler.
tem la which Use cla11 presldenia world, and dedication."
• • • Tile Younr ltepublicaa or tile Leaderalllp Conference
Club la salnln1 110me headwa,F staff can oommunlcate witla ev•
In establishlnr a well-or1anl1ed ery leader on campus: however
sroup on eampu1. U n d er the there were 110me prominent peoleadership of John Michaels, the ple missed. Therefore on behalf
r1·oup bas already submitted a of these elass presidents, Ton.
consUtuUon &o the Review Board. Bobs and mys e If (co-chair•
The mala objeetlve of the Younr men), I apolo1lze for &bis error.
Republleans 11 lo remain active I'm sure ·tbal next year's chair•
lbrourhou& tile year ••• no& Jul mea wUI have a better lavlla•
a& eleeU.. ..... Tiier will .,._

Council Co111menis

Pase Three

·' . ~t;"4..,;,.
This pbo&ocrapb, taken from &be second floor of Alter Hall, shows
the new S&. Rober& Bellarmlne Chapel as It nears completion. The
•edlcatioa and first Mau are scheduled for Sunday, December 18,
with Bishop Leibold omclatlnr.
Dedication of the neal'ly-com- side or the sanctuary, and to
pleted St." Robert Bcllarmine continue the job of decorating,
Chapel has been officially set as in the case of the painters, the
for Sunday, December 16. The stone polishers, and so on. The
altar w i 1 1 be consecrated by pews, to seat 488 persons in a
Bishop Leibold on the previous !an-shaped group about the al•
morning; Archbishop Alte1· will tar, have arrived and have been
preside over the dedication ·cereinstalled during the past week.
monies and will celebrate the
The building, in addition to the
first solemn Mass in the new
nave and the sanctuary of the
chapel.
main chapel, will include offices
As can readily be seen, the for the pastor and the university
structure of the building itself chaplain, shrines to the Blessed
is practically completed. The Mother and to St. Joseph, a small
Sacred Heart Chapel and the
main jobs remaining are for the
choir area, lo be located on eilhel·
interior craftsmen: to ins la 11 side of the sancluaQ', a baplistry
various fixtures such as the can(the new terracotta strncttire in
type lights planned fo1· the nave · front of the building, on Leclgeand the new organ to be placed
wood Ave.), and two confessionin the choil' area to the gospel als.

Father Deters Elected
President of AUEC
Rev. Richard T. Deters, S.J.,
dean of the Xavier University
Evening C o 11 e g e, has been
elected president of the Association of University Evening Colleges for the 1962-63 term. He
was elected at the annual meeting of the AUEC in November at
Miami Beach, Florida.
During the past year, Father
Deters has served as vice-president ot· the Association, which
numbers nearly 150 institutional
members and 60 associate members in the United States and
Canada.

&eY •. alellard T. De&en, 8.J.

The pmpose of the AUEC is
the advancement of e v c n i n g
adult education, including gl'aduate and undergraduate coui·ses,
ercdit and non-credit work; with
programs at the university level
in as many fields as possible.
In a recent interview, Father
Deters emphasized the following
points:
l'hat evening students do 'not

consist primarily, or even largely, of people who didn't make
the grade in clay s c h o o l, but
i·ather of people who couldn't
afford four years of college right
after high school and who still
value an education and a degree
enough to study at night while
holding down a job dul'ing the
clay; of people preparing for a
change of career (for example,
nearly one-tenth of all the students in night colleges are in•
terested in teaching); or of people who simply desire to im•
prove themselves and continue
their education even though they
may not be w01·king Io1· a degree;
That it is of constant concern
for all evening colleges to maintain prognms in as many areas
of study as possible and all on
a first-rate university lc~l;
That the number of evening
students is already large - for
example, several universities, including Xavier, have more night
students than day students-and
· js growing still larger;
Tha·t, since most universities
are oriented almost entirely t~·
the needs of day students, the
large numbers of evening stu•
dents deserve much more and
bette1· consideration than they
are in gene1·al now getting.
It is upon a realization of these
tacts, he said, that the AUEC has
been based, and it is towards the
goals implied in them that thl9
Association's work has been di·
rected.
A native of Cincinnati, Father
Dcte1·s has been dean of the Evening College at Xavier since 1961
and had previously served in
that capacity at John Carroll
University, Cleveland, fGr lhir•
teen years,
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College Basketball Campaign Opens
Saturday Night As XU Tackles Marian
Coach Jim McCafferty puts his
1962-63 Xavier basketball team
en display Saturday night. Tl'ie
Musketeers battle Marian's
Knights in the season's inaugural
at Schmidt Fieldhouse. Tip off
time is 8:00 p.m., which is a half
hour earlier than in past years.
Actually the game shouldn't
be much of a battle. XU has
routed the boys from Indianapolis in each of the trio of meetings between the two colleges.
Scores have been 92-40, '72-43
and, last season, 94-47. Marian
has yet to crack the 50 point
barrier against Xavier.
Startlna Lineup

ROUNDBALL SEASON OPENS ,
XU ballke&ball MMll Jim
McCafferty and his ea1e captain Jim Enrlcht ~·Ill lead the Muskies
agains& M11rlan College Saturday nigh& at Schmidt Fleldllou11e.
Game time ls 1:00 p.m.

Coach McCatferty•s probable
atartln« lineup wUI &e a m Joe
Gei&"er and Leo MeDermoH a&
tile forward pasta. Bl&' Bob Pelli-

Xavier Gridders Skin UC Bearcats
For Third Consecutive Year, 7-6
Juniors Ken Lehman and Fred
Rcherman were the sparkplugs
o! a Xavier defensive line that
repulsed two last quarter Cincinnati drives and preserved a
7-6 Musketeer win over the
never-say-die Bearcals.

"Ferocious Fred" cl r o pp e d
dangerous Ci n c y halfback Al
Nelson for an 8 yard Joss on an
attempted sweep of right end.
On the next play he charged in
unmolested from his end position
and grounded Bearcat quarle1·back Bruce Vogelsang as he
faded to pass.
Walt "I was raisetl from the
dead" B1·yniarski directed a seeontl period drive that produced
XU's onl~· points of the day. Xa·
,·ie1·'s junior signal~caller was
removed from the game on two
occasions because of injm·iei1.

With !J minutes to go in the
first period, Cincy's Rogel' Perrlrix piled onto Bryniar~ki <ifler
he had already been \acldcd. The
Cats were given a 15 yard roughing penalty.
When Xavier coach Ed Biles
cfo:carr\ccl his suitcnnt, throwing
it to the ground in di~gu8t, it
;ippenred that Bryniar~ld might
be siclclincd for the rest o[ the
c11nt<'8t.
B11l Wall.v returncrl to foncl the
l\'Iuskiei; to lllC'ir lone TD. On the
final piny of the lhirr\ quarter,
Eryniar::ld hacl lo be cnrriccl
from the fielcl on a stretcher.
Again he "rn~e frfJm the clcad''
a n cl quarterbacked X in the
fourth period.
Co-ca11tains Bob llaumeyer
and Dick S':ohls, sen Io r Rob
J,e11enb1\rger and third-3·Par men
.loe Mollman and 'Mike DeFasio

P&G

Xavier will en,ioy a tremendous height advantage. Marian's
tallest ballplayer stands 6-3. So
P&G (Pelkington and Geiger)
and company should have very
little tr o u b 1 e · controlling the
boards.
Jn last season's massacre X
out-rebounded th e out-manned
Hoosiers, 83-32.

On December 23, · 1961, the
Vols wrote one of the more disgusting chapters into XU's basketball record book. Tennessee

and Xavier raced one another in
the consolation game of the Kentucky Invitational Tournament.

XU had almost upset highlyrated Kansas State the evening
before, w h i l e Tennessee was
slaughtered by host team Kentucky. X was a heavy favorite
in the stmggle for third place.
The Vols, paced by Sid Elliott,
Jerry Parker and Orb Bowling,
bounced t.he Muskies, 75-70. The
victory was Tennessee's first of
the season. The Vols won only
three . additional games during
the entire campaign, finishing
with a 4-19 mark.

Bowling, Elliott and Parker
are back to try and make it two
in a 'row over Xavier. Tennessee
has a new coach, Ray Mears,
who hopes for help from junior
coJlege t.ransfer Danny Schullz
and sophomores A. W. Davis anrl
Bob Hogsett in order to better
last season's record.
Davis, 6-7, - and Hogsett, 6-11.
are sophs who two years ago
were considered to be the best
high school players to come out
of Tennessee in several season!>.
The Musketeers should han
plenty of incentive for tbis came.
The lm•aslon of Knoxville will
be X's lni&la.. road test of the
season and will p r o v I d e tl1e
Muskies with an excellent opportunity to match their 'Gl-G2
away-from-home victory totalONE. XU had a 1-10 road mark
last year.

VARSITY BASkETBALL ROSTER
Nos.
H
A
34 35
52 53
H
15
2.t 25
20 21
32 33
42 43

Lehman was a terror on defense. The 6-1, 216 pound cen•
tcr-linebacker fro m Louisville
made 5 unassisted tacl{les and
l1c!ped in 12 others. He also
blocked a field goal try by UC's
Jim Curry.

"Ferocious Fred"

Marian compiled a weak 6-19
record last year. The Knights,
coached by B u t I e r grad Walt
Fields, are expected to imprnve
that mark this season.

Four nights later the Muskies
will meet a much more formid·
able foe, but an opponent they
should be eager to engage. Tennessee is the foe and Knoxville
is the site ol the contest.

For the first time in the intracity se1·ies, Xa,•ier recorded
its third consecutive conquest of
its crosstown rival. The Muskies
had edged UC 5-0 in 1960 and
17-12 last season to set the stage
for their historic triumph.

Reherman contributed t w o
successive defensive gems with
~ibout five minutes to play,
Trailing 7-6, the Cats had roared
into X territory and faced a second and two'situation at the Xavier 42.

lngton, 23.t pound Junior from
Ft. Wayne, will be the ph•ot and
captain Jimmy Enright and sopb
hotshot Steve Thomas will open
in the backcourt.
The Knights' top performer is
senior g u a rd Mike Noone. He
averaged 24.5 points per game
in '61-62 and connected on 53%
of his field goal attempts.
Pete Dattilo, who tallied 13.8
markers per outing last season,
should start at one of the front
court spots. The remaining starters are question marks.

40 41
Cincinnati halfbaek Al Nelson is. knoeked out of bounds by three
Xavier defensive players In last Saturday's game. Attendance waa
only 16,000, Xavier \\·on the. intracity battle, '7-6.
..;_photo by John Bruning.
were o th e r Musketeers . who himself-for an 11 yard Joss by
stllrrcd against the BeareaUI.
Frank Shaut.
"We may look like a great
With third and 21 · at the UC
football team one week, just an · 44, Bryniarski lo u n d DeFnzio
ordinary team the next week- open over the middle and· Debut we will be an exciting team:" Fazio huslled to the · UC 25.
These were UC e o ·a c h Chuck On tom·th and two Wally passed
Studley's pre-season obs er v a- to Daumeyer who stepped out.
of bounds at· the 20.
tions about his 1962 squad.
FlashH of Greatness
XIJ 7 - IJC 0
'l'he Cats had a majority of
Two more aerials to· DeFazio
ordinary and poor weekends be- earried to the three and Bryniarfore the Xavier skirmish. But ski went the last 9 feet on a
last Satmclay UC cl is p I a y e.d keeper play. George Potts MP.lit
the uprights with the converi.inn
f I a s h e s of g1·eatness and the
Bearcats were certainly an ex- and X led, 7-0.
citing ball club.
This was to be the third till')e
Halfback Royce Starks sl.a1Tccl that Poth;' "Magic Toe" would
on both offense and defonsc fm• spell victory for Xavier. Kent
Ci n c y, He participated in 10 State and Louisville were victackles and he gained 66 yards tims of Potts' talented toe.
rushing in 17 carries.
UC crossed the goal line with
l"leet baek Al Nelson was a 35 seconds left in the third stanstandout for UC. Nelson ha11led za.. A pass interception by Al
the pigskin 20 times for 98 yartls
Nelson· got the Ci1ts rolling.
and i;wept three yards for the
Cincy went 61 yards in 7. plays
Ca ts' touchdown.
lor their score. Key plays inHufus Simmons, Roger cluded a 23 yard romp around
Grooms. and Dave Pirog al~o right encl by Nelson and n 13
turned in outstanding work for yard ,Vogelsang to Tkatch pass.
Cincinnati.
Nelson cut off right tackle for
'J'he clash was scoreless for 29 the touchdown. Coach Studley
minutes and 20 seconds. Xavier elected to try for two point11 on
broke the 0-0 deadlock with 40 the conversion. Vogelsang's loopseconds to play in the first halC. ing pass to end .Jim Curry was
Jim Higgins po u n c e cl on a batted down by X a v i er. 1'he
Cincy fumble by Fred Hynoski Bearcats argued futilely for an
ill the Bearcat :1:J and the Mus- interference call against XU.
kies cashed in on the scoring opUC r e c e i v e d a tremendous
portunity.
chance early in the final period,
B1·yniarski tossed an incom- when Dave Pirog gobbled up
plete pai>s and then was tossed Stupica's fumble at the Xavier

4

5

30
50
54

31
51

55

JO

11

Player

Pos. Ht.

Bothen, Jim
F 6-4
En1·ight, Jim ·(Capt.) G 5-11
Foster. Fred
G 6-1
Freppon, Tom
F 6-4
Geiger, Joe
F 6-7
llollen11tein, George F-C 6-9
McDermott, Leo
F-G 6-3
Mel\lahon, Mike
F 6-4
McNeil, Joe
G 5-9
1'1ueller. Ray
G 6-4
Pelkington. Bob
c 6-7
Stasio, John
F 6-4
Thomas, Steve
G 6-0

29. The Muskies' defense was
equal to the occasion though and
Cmry's 50 field goal· try was
blocked.
Xavier then marched to the UC
30 ynl'd line. On fourth down a
fake field goal attempt, on which
Mike Bi1rns pas~ed lo soph Roger
Thesing, failed to get the necessary yardage for a fll'St down.
Roughing the Kicker
The Bearca1s commenced what
ihey hoped would be a gamewinning drive. A roughing the
kicker infrac1 inn a g a i n st XU
gave UC a first down at midfield. Nelson cracked for 8 additional yards before R<!h~rman's
heroics stopped t h e .Bearcats
cold.
Potts pre,•entcrl any hu;t minute Cincy rally by tmomi11g a 53
yard punt that rolled dead ai
the VC 8.
The final 60 seconds passed
peacefully and the Musketeers
boarded their bu·s for the happy
t:l'ip across town, having skinned
the Bearcats of Cincinnati for
the third yeal' in a row,

Bowling
(Nov. 15)
Dave Skiba • .. .. .. ..
Niek ConfJiUi ••• ~ •••
Bob Kumnerer • • • • •
Ed, FJottnaaa •.• , • , • •
Gerri .......... ' ••

R.G.
239
214

HI

n•

Ill

Tot.
5'79
161
161
1.H

121

\Vt.

Yr.

191
171
169
189
202
214
201
211
166
188
234
207
17i

So.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
So.

.

i,

Hometown
Hamilton
Cincinnati
Ft. Thomas
Highland . Hts.
Waterford
Elgin, Ill.
Schenectatly
Waterloo, la.
Erlanger, Ky.
Ft. Wayne
Ft. Wayne
Buffalo. N. l' .
Cincinnati

Snapping The

Pigskin·.

• •

by Co-Captain Dick Kohls

The \lict.ory over Kentucky
and our third straight conquest
over Cincinnati climaxed th rHJ62 season. A season mixed
with frust.rntion 11nd comebacks.
We had ·expected more from our
club this season bu~ the win ll\'c::·
Detroit ~ind 1he final two victories cased our disuppointmcnL
Coaeh Biles in bis first sea,1111
displayed his capacity to co;ich
winning football. lie and hi.;
staff ~•·orkcd harcl and l11nir to
supply us with the tools 11C'ecled
to win t>ach game. \Vith coaching effort and ability or that 1wt11re, X:uier teams to eome will
ha,•e winning seasnns.
The success of the l 962 >'enson wlls clue 1o team effort, f<ll'
there ·was no one player wlw
was outstanding Ior the t•ntil'e
year. We hud many hcrc;cs who
i·ose to the situation.
The future in cl e e d . sc"n1~
bt·ight. With a sound couchin~
staff and a wealth of expericllt'l'd
players returning, Xavier will
be a rootball power in this nl'ea.
'l'he1·e are always doubts 1.1bo11t
next season but I feel the l 91i3
team will. 'better . this· 1ieasu11 's
reco1·d.

..,.nw
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Musketeers Upset Kentucky, 14-9; UK
Linemen Fall Like Blocking Dummies
.. We beat 'em at their own
··Kame-rugged line play." This
was the cry after Xavier's "21
point underdog" Musketeers had
stunned the Kentucky Wildcats,
14-9, on November 17 at Stoll
l'ield in Lexington,
A crowd of 18,000 watched Xa·
,,ier post its first triumph over
UK in 24 years. Not since 1938,
when they dumped Kentucky,
26-7, had an XU football eleven
defeated the Wildcats.
UK had registered 14 straight
wins against X since '38 and held
an 18-1 margin in the series.
X "'anted Game More
But this was a game that Xa·
vier wanted more than Kentucky. Coach Biles' squad out·
blocked, out-tackled and out•
h u s t l e d th e over-confident
Southeastern Conference school.
The victor,. was one of &he
a-reatest in- Xavier's athletic his•
tory and it required one or the
m o s t brilliant "&eam perform·
•~es" In XU's irrid history to
1eore the major upset.
· Kentucky stn1ck qui'ckly in
the first quarter and Wildcat
boosters hoped a "runaway" ·was
going to take place.
UK kicked off to X, but the
Muskies were not able to make
a first down. George Potts' punt
rolled dead at. the Wildcat 34.
Kentucky moved 86 :vards ·in 9
plays for the first tally of the
chilly afternoon.

for two points and take the lead. ·
However, Bryniarski's p a s s to
De F a·z i o was incomplete and
Kentucky clung to a 7-6 lead,
The Muskies sensed an upset
at this point and early in the
final quarter the winning drive
began. A p u n t by Cox was
downed by UK's Turner at the
XU 34.

Xavier gave UK two points In
the final half minute of play
when Bryniarski took the snap
at his own 46 yard line and raced
46 yards "backwards'' into the
end zone for a Kentucky safety.
At this point there were only
11 seconds to play.
George Potts kicked off from
the X 20, a low line drive that
Gary Stewart gathered in and
ran out of bounds at the UK 31.
The Wildcats were penalized for
offsides and then, on the last
play of the game, Woolum fired
a long pass intended for Cox, hut
it was knocked to the ground by
the XU secondary.

Blocking- Dummies
Xavier covered the 66 yards
In 14 plays. XU's line tore Kentucky's defense to shreds, making the Wildcat linemen seem
like blocking dummies.
Repeatedly, W a I t Bryninrski
and Jim Korb found gaping holes
in the UK line. Bryniarski ac~
The gun sounded and the jucounted for 26 yards and Korb bilant Musketeer players and
for 19 in the drive. A 12 yard supporters carried their coach
pass from Bryniarski to Fred off the field. Xavier had accomRcherman ·netted an important plished what most fans thought
first down at the UK 47.
was an impossible task and they
Jim Korb, who played like an had done it in the final game of
AU-American at f u I I b a c k, the Xavier-Kentucky se1·ie!>.
punched over from two yards
out for his second touchdown.
This time the two-point attempt
was s u c e e ss f u 1 as Bryniarski
kept and bulled his way into the
end zone. X now was in front
C h u c k Kegler's Goners won
14-7, with 5:12 remaining.
The .Wildcats had two chances the Intramural Outdoor Basket•
to try and pull the contest out ball Tournament with a convinc•
of the fire, but the Xavier de- ing 57-38 conquest of the Enders.
The members of the wlnntnir
fense halted the Kentuckians.
Fred Reherman batted down one . team were Cbuell: Keirler, Jim ·
pas$ and threw Woolum for a Enrllbt, Gil :Sliney, Ra~ Kat.enloss as he tried to let fly with berirer, ·Joe· Ml&ebell and Dlek
Scberirer.
another.

Intramural
Basketball

THE BIG UPSET
Members of the XU band join in the victor,.
celebration for the lUuskie gridders al'tcr X had dumped Kentucky,
14·_9, A rally was held hi the Fieldhou~ when the team returned
from Lexinr;&on on Saturday night.

1112-13 FROSH BASKETBALL ROSTER
Player
Ben Cooper
Jim Gels
John Gorman
Dave Heskamp
Les Holbrook
Jerry LuUeneirirer
Dave Pawsat
Ted Romback
Bob Sehiewe
Jacll: Wambaek
Bob Weber
Brian WllllaD¥

Pos.

Ht.

F
G

6'-olH

c

6'•'1H

G

6'-2"

G
F

F-G

6'-2 ..
6'-4"'
6'-0"

F
F

s·-·r

G
G
F

6'-2 ..
5'-10 ..
6'-5''

Hometown
Mansfield, Ohio
Cincinnati
Chica&o, llllnoi1
Cinelnnatl
Erlanirer, Ky.
Burlincton, Iowa
Fond du Sac, Wis.
Tiffin, Ohio
Chica10, Illinois
Chicaro, Illinois
Cincinnati
Danville, Illinois

6'-t •

6'-'1 ..

Key plays in the drive Included passes from senior quar•
terback Jerry Woolum to end
Tom Hutchinson for 23 ya1·ds
·and .an aerial from Woolum to
halfback Darrell Cox good for
11 yards.
The touchdown ca m e on a
fourth down and 4 play at the
X 18. Woolum hit end Bill Jen•
kins on the 10 and the converted
quarterback eluded a would-be
tackler and scampered· into the
end zone. C 1 ark i e Mayfield
added the point and UK led 7-0.
Xavier took the kickoff and
advanced to the Kentucky 16,
where on fourth and 1, Herschel
Turner stopped Walt Bryniarski
for no gain,
1..ate In the seciond period after
Potts missed an attempted field
coal, Kentuciky marched 79%
yards to the XU 1 foot line. Two
passes to Jenkins and one to Cox
sparked the drive.

..... ,/y

1'1uskles Recover
With first down and a foot to
go for a TD, Woolum called a
pitchout play. Perky Bryant
fumbled the pitch and the ball
was inadvertently kicked twice,
ending up at the X 29 where the
Muskies recovered.
Seconds later
can1e to a close
holding a scant
Musketeers were
the game.

.

--~:..;..:·,,.,?. ,)
.... :..... :::·''~'~.,._.

the first hall
with UK still
7·0 lead. The
very much in

Hungry
for flavor? 1lnl/Jlbr /
Tareyton's . '0
got it!
--

The seeoncl half was all Xavier' In bis poet·rame eomments
anlstant coach Art Hauser aald,
"When we left the dresalnr room
to a&art the second balf, I knew
1\'e bad an escellent ehanee •
win."

"Tareyton's Dual filter in duas partes divisa est I"

The Muskies dented the scor•
ing column the first time they
got possession in the third pe•
riod. XU went 50 yat·ds in IS
plays for its initial TD.

.says Titus '(The ChiselJ Aurelius, Ars '63 B.C. "'0 tempol'a! 0 ~ores!', I used to wail," says The Cliis~l,
"where today can you get a filter cigarette with some flavor? Then I discovered Tareyton- the magnum opus m
•
'·~)$\i1hl¥YW1M~
Cl· garettes• Put a pack in your toga and enjoy de guslibu• [
. Jll· . '"- '··.·.· •.-·.·· ·-:-:· •.· ·.·. ·.-··.. . .·.· ·.· .. .. . .-:·- .
...·•...J
you never thought you'd get from any filter cigarette."
·>;'.d~J'::.··:. ·: .. :::.: :.=;:., · }'· : : . · ,.....· · ·ii

· Two crucial runs by Jim Korb
and a 10 yard pass to halfback
Don Stupica enabled X to pick
up vital first downs.
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Jim Korb ripped two yards
behind superb blocking for the
aix-pointer. Xavier ·elecled &o u1
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Leuenberger Promising ·Frosh ·Basketeers
Most Valuable Clash With L~cal AAU. Quintet

KEN'S KORNER
by Ken Caillinirer, NEWS Sporla Editor
Ed Biles enjoyed a highly sueeessful firs& season as head eoach
or the Musketeers. Wha& bet&er way to end any gridiron season
than with victories over Kentucky and ·cincinnaU! "The LHtle
Bullet," as Reds' baseball announcer Wai&e Hoyt ealls Biles, and
his staff are &o be conirratula&ed for &he remarkable job they did
this year.
Because Xavier was hit hard by graduation )ast year, had inexperienced players at critical positions and· was to face seven Improved opponents in '62, hopes for a winning season at XU were
11ot bright back in August.
However, Coach Biles, his assistants and the Musketeer players
didn't toss in the towel. They gave their best in every game and,
when the chips were clown, the Muskies were at their best. X won
three games by one point (Kent State, 9-8; Louisville, 13-12; and
Cincinnati, 7-6). Xavier posted a four point, 24-20 win over De:troit and a five point, 14-9, victory over Kentucky.
Xavier's largest margin of victory was 17 points, 23-6, agninst
Dayton on October 20. The four losses 1;ulfered by the .Muskies
were by 7, 8, 9 and 14 points. Each of the IO games was packed
with thrills and the excellent crowds at Xavier Stadium were
treated to topflight college football.
It would be a grievous mistake to i:ingle out ;my one individual
as the star of this year's football team. Daumeyer, Lehman, Kohls,
Potts, Leuenberger, Korb all had moments of greatness. However, as an offense-minded fan, I consider the quarterback to be
1he key man on a football team. Walt Bryniarski performed very
well for Xavier this season. He had to earn the regular starting
assignment, but once he established himself as Xavier's number one
quarterback, he was an excellent director of the XU attack.
Sure Bryniarski made many mistakes this year. But i·emember
that he averaged just 7 minutes of playing time last season. So,
fo many respects, he was really a sophomore. Wally had a near
flawless performarice against Kentucky and he tallied the winning
touchdown against Cincinnati last Saturday. Bryniarski's total offense for the '62 season was l,040 yards, less than JOO yards behind the all-time one season record of 1,132 set by quarterback
Roger Bertoia in 1956. And had he had better pass protection against
Villanova and Louisville, Bryniarski might have broken, the mark.
I'll have more comments to make about the lll62 fooball
team-the team that dealt Kentucky "its biggest humiliat.ion since
World War 11," according to UK announcer, Ca11wood Led.ford.

•

•

•

.}jo sooner do we try and put the finishing touches on our football coverage than the 1962-63 college basketball campaign makes

its debut. The varsity and the frosh squads open at home tomorrow
night. Tip off time for both games is a half hour earlier this season. The Xavier-Marian mismatch is at 8:00 p.m. The frosh cagers
open their seson at 6:00 p.m.

•
REMEMBER TENNESSEE?
NESSEE 75, XA vaa 71.

•

•
DECEMBB& 23, 1961 -

TEN-

Defensive specialist Bob Leuenberger is the Most Valuable·
Player of the 1962 Xavier football team.
Coach Ed Biles p r e s .e n t e d
Leuenberger with his award at
the football banquet held on
Tuesday, Nov. 27 at the Gold
Room of th~ Carousel Motel.
Biles also made presentations
&e Wal& Bryniarskl (."lost Improved Player) and &e guard Joe
Mollman and center-linebacker
Ken Lehman who shared the ·
Most Valuable Lineman Award.
The coveted Legion of Honor
Award, the highest hono!: a
Xavier football player can earn,
was made to end ancl out-going
co-captain Bob Daumeyer. The
award was given by Ed Kluska,
former Xavier football mentor
and a past recipient of the
Legion of Honor A ward.
Mollman and T~chman were
~elected by their teammates to
serve as Xavier's co-captr.ins for
the 1963 season.
Coach Biles awarded letters to
26 players.
The I e t t e r s winners were:
(Seniors) Bt1echler.. Callahan,
Coughlin, Dau me y er, Kohls,
Leuenberger, Lynch, O'Brien,
Potts, Stuplca and Thrush.
Juniors: Austing, Bryniarski,
DeFazio, Higgins, Lehman, Mollman, Reherman, St. Charles,
Sullivan and Smith; sophomores:
Eastlake, Eysi;>ldt, Korb, Thesing
and Pedoto.

Rifle Team
Stands Second

&Dd

JO,
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LAUNDRY
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EVANSTON
One Block South of Dana
Few Blocks North of the Dorm
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•Big Man On Campus-yea man! Re·
treats the gals to Coke. -Who can compete
with charm like that. So if you're 610•
and a little underweight, remember-you
don't have to be a football hero to be
popular. Just rely on the good taste ol
Coke. Put in a big supply todayl
BE

~

REFRESHED

lottled under outhority of The Coca-Cola Company la~

THE COCA-COLA IOnLINCi WOIKS COMPANY

Saturday night at 6:00 p.m. the
1962-63 edition of the Freshmen
basketball team will take the
floor against Cincinnati Gas and
Electric Co.'s A.A.U. entry. The
game will mark the opening· of
a most promising s e·a son for
Coach Ruberg's boys.
This season's schedule' is "fine
of the toughest· ever to ·be faced
by the junior Muskies. A prime

example of this can be pointed··
out by . not.icing that on Feb. ti
the. team travels to Dayton to
play the "'junior Flyers." This
game is followed by three more;
to u g h road engagements at:
Morehead, Miami and Louisvm~.:
No wonder some Coaches can"a
sleep at night.
Probable starters are :Ben
Cooper, Ted Romback, Jo h 111
Gorman, Les Holbrook and Jack
Wambac~.

COMMITTEES:
AN AGONIZING RF;-APPRAISAL
To t.hosc of you who stay out of your f!tndent government
}Jecause you believe the committee system is just an excuoo
for inaction, let me cite an example to prove that a commitke,
propcl'ly led and directed, can be a great force for good.
J,nst week the Student Council met at the Duluth College
vf Veterinary Medicine and Belles Lettres to discuss purchasing
a new doormat for t.he students union. It was, I assure you, a
desperate problem because Sherwin K. Sig:tfoos, janitor of the
students union, threatened flatly to quit unlefls a new doormat
was installed immediately. "I'm sick and tired of mopping that
di1·ty old floor," s1tid Mr. Sigafoos, sobbing convulsively. (Mr.
Sigafoos, once a jolly outgoing sort, has been crying almost
steadily since the recent death of his pet wart hog who had
been his constant companion for 22 years. Actually, Mr. Sigafoos
is much better otr ·without the wart hog, who tusked him
viciously at least once a day, but a companions\1ip of 22 yeu.rs
is, I suppose, not lightly relinquished. 'fhe eollege tried to give
Mr. Sigafoos a new wart hog-a frisky little fellow with floppy
ettrs and a waggly tail-but Mr. Sigafooe only turned his back
and cried the harder.}

Ohio S t a t e University Air
Force sneaked by Xavier Uni-··
versity's R.O.T.C. rifte team -in
a close match on Nov. 15 by a
score of 1406 to 1405,
The top Jive men for Xavier
were:
Jim Butler •• , •• , , • 281
Larry Metz • • • • • • • 282
Ed Cahill ......... 282
Jim Bertsch •• , , • , 279
Tom Herbort • • • • •. 277
Xavier ll&ands • e e on ti la
I.eairue averaires, and la behind
&lie first plaee &eam . by .Ju•& %
a point. Thia week la preparation
week at Xavier for the Walsb
lnvlta&lonal Annual Meet te be
held at Xavier on Dec. · I, I

-

by Pa& Dunne

*

118 East Sixth Street
Cincinnati, Ohio

:But I digress. The St\ulent Council met, difJcussed the door1uat for eight or ten hours, and then referred it to a committee.
'fhere were some who scoffed then and imid nothing would
ever be heard of the doormat again, but tohey reckoned without
Jnvictus Millstone.
Invictus Millst.one, cbairman of the doormat committee,
wus a man of action-lithe and lean and keen and; natu~lly, a
ismoker of Marlboro Cigarettes. Why "do l say "naturally"? .
Because, dear friends, active men ·and women don't have time
to bl'ood and bumble about their cigarettes. They need to be
t'Crlain .. They must have perfect confidence that each time they
.light up they will get the same gratifying flavor, the same
Sclectrate filter, the same flOft soft-pack, the same flip tOp
flip-top box. In brief, dear friends, they need to be sure it's
Marlboro-for if ever a smoke was true nnd trof\ty, it's Marlboro.
Get some soon. Get matches too, because true a1_1d trusty
t.hough l\farlboros are, your pleasure ·wiii be llOniew_hat limited
unless you light them.
·· · · ·
Well sir, Jnvictus Millstone chaired his doormat coniinittee
with such vigor and diHpatch that when the Student Council
1net only one week lat.er, he was able to rii;e and deliver the
following recommendations:
1. That the college b~ild new schools of bot.any, hydraulic
engineering, tropical medicine, Indo-Oermanic languages, and
millinery.
· 2. That the college tlrop football, put a roof on the stadium.
and turn it into a low-OOtJt housing project for married students.
3. That the college raifle faculty salaries by S5000 per year
across the board.
4. That the college secede from· the UnifA!d States.
5. That the queHtion of a doormat· for the student& union
be referred to a subcommittee.
So let ns hear no more defeatist talk llbout the eommittee
a;yi;tcm. It cati be uuu.Je to work&
•1111111Mllliulw..

•

• •

You don't need a eommitlee to tell 11ou lloui food Marlboro•
•re. J'ou just need 1J011r1elf, a Marlboro, and a NI of taste
lmd11. B1111 tome Marlhra. IOOn al 1101Ar f•t101il• tobacco
co1111ter.
·
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Africa Is Topic· Of

Businessmen Mobilized For Xavier
Melady's Forum Lecture Fund Appeal For 1963·Is Initiated
The balance of world· power
forces the United States to take
an interest in Africa, Dr. Thomas
P. Melady, president of the Africa Service Institute, New York
City, de c Jared November 19,
1962. in an address at Xavier
University,
Speaking in t·he Xavier. Forum
lecture series, Dr. Melady, author
and consultant on African affairs, said that the United States
is committed to keeping Russia
from gaining any foothold on the
African continent.
The 1Jnlted States, lie said,
would llave responded to Russian lnterferenee In Afrlea the
Mme way that It has toward
Russian movements In Cuba.
Stating that it behooves Americans, therefore, to know more
about Africa than they have
known, he characterized its development as "nothing short of
phenomenal, especially since so
many nations have achieved independence with so little bloodshed in such· a brief time. You
cannot find' any parallel in history to m a t c h the rel:itive
smoothness of this operation,"
he said.

free metllctds el the Western
bloe."
Asked about the resolution of
the Congo crisis, he said he
· thought that a de faeto anangement would result with Katanga
retaining 1;ome autonomy. The
e>ther African nations are feeling sharply the $10 million a .
month drain caused by UN ac- .
1.ion in the Congo, he said.
One phase of development in
Africa ttiat has occurred relatively quietly, he said, is the
transfer of authority in the Catholic Church from white missionaries to native priests. He pointed out that there are now 61
native African bishops in attend1mce at the Ecumenical Council,
with 31 of them having been
named to their position· within
the last four years.

ABE BAUMRING

PHARMACY

Xavier University init.iated its
1963 Businessmen Mobilized for
Xavier fund appeal Tuesday,
November 27, with a luncheon
for committee members at the
Queen City Club.

William 0. Mashburn, Jr.,
president of the Coca-Cola Bottling Corporntion, is serving as
general l·hairman of the appeal
for funds to help the University
meet current expenses, provide
important student services and
build a new University Center.
In 1963, Xavier will he 1eellln1" $450,000 from all 90arees for
these purposes. Besides &he Bulliness1nen Mobilized for Xavier
appeal, Xavier alumni and parents or Xavier students also eon-

~nirt

Laundry

their own

annual eam-

Crosley Amateur Baseball Fund
Committee, the board of the CinSince 1955, the Businessmen cinnati Zoo, the Citizens School
Mobilized for Xavier appeal has Committee a n cl the Property
provided over $1,000,000 in gifts Owners Association.
Vice-chairmen serving under
which have helped furnish a
residence hall, bu i 1 d a large Mi-. Mashburn for the 1963 ap•
classroom building, extensively . peal include: Walter C. Beckjord,
remodel another classroom build- . Willinm L. Dolle, F. George
ing, continue to imp1·ove faculty . Heidacher, Marshall C. Hunt,
salaries an·d to up-grade essen- :Richard E. LeBJond, J. Cromer
tial services such as health, aca- Mashburn, Clint Pace, Joseph B.
demic and psychological testing,
Reynolds, ·Linrlen C. Sahlreld,
placement and the library.
Howard C. Schnebelt, C. MayClnelnnatl Grad
nard Turner and Harry E. UehA graduate of the University
Jein.
or Cincinnati, Mr. Mashburn
Jn the 1962 appeal Xavier retakes ;in active interest in ch-ic
affairs and is either a member teivcd an nu a 1 gifts from 614
of-or has served on-the Powell businesses or industries.

10°/o Discount On All Meals With This Ad
CHICO'S
3632 MONTGOMERY ROAD

ITALIAN AND AMERICAN FOOD
BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME
Enjoy a Late Breakfast with us on Saturday and Sunday mornini:- (One block South or Dana Ave.)

Phone 531-9366

3618 lllonCso.-.er:r Rd.
Between Chico's M1d the

duet

pal~ns.

OPEN EVERY DAY FROM 11:00 A. M. TO 9:00 P. M.

Jndependenee Mareh
The march toward independence will continue throughout
the continen_t, he said, predicting
. that even Angola and Mozambique will· eventually gain sovereigbty, though, he conceded,
violence migiht accompany the
moves.
"'Alrleane lla'9e · an obse8slo11
tbe modern &.e,'"
he •Id. 14The Afrleane are not
eoneerned aboat the meane te
their end-lllodernlatlon of their
eulture b:r rlddlns tbemsel"5 Of
their triple eane, J10vert:r, · 11Jlter~ and dleeaM. Tbas, the:r
are attraeted b:r the ·amoant el
procrua made b:J lta111la under
Communism. Som eh ow, their
lie eonvlneed they ean
make more »rotnes thl'OllSh the
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Kurleman Is
New Director Of
Alumni Relations
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To tackle this assignment, Ford Motor Company
engineers turned to zinc. Galvanized, or· zinc-clad,
steel has long been noted for its resistance to corro·
sion. It presented special problems which had limited
its use in automotive applications, however. It was
hard to weld, difficult to paint. :

Our engineers developed special techniques. to solve
the· welding problem. They found a process which
eliminates the crystalline pattern on galvanized steel
and produces a surface that will.accept a high·quality
paint ji;>b.
Now zinc can be married to steel and used for vital
underbody parts and rocker pan·e1s or Ford·built cars.
The zinc coating forms a tough· barrier to· corrosive
moisture-and if corrosion attacks, the zinc sacrifices
itself through galvanic action, saving the steel.

Mr. Franele J. K ...l•maa

Other avenues explored in the fight against rust also
brought results: special .zinc·rich primers to protect
key body areas, aluminized and stainless steels to
extend muffler life, quality baked·enamel finishes that
are more durable (~nd look better).

Francis J. Kurleman has been
appointed director of alumni 1·eJations at Xavier University.
A 1950 1Tacluate of Xavier
.Universi.ty, ~r. ~urleman served
as president ~f the Xavier Band.
Active in the Knights of Colum•
bus, he is past. Grand Knight of
the Norwood Council.
A graduate of Purcell High
School, he served in the U. S.
Navy during World War II. He
has succeeded Frank X. Tart•
aron, who is now associated witb
the Retail Credit Compan7.

Another step forward in total. quality-and another
example ~f how Ford Motor Company provides engi·
neering leadership for the American Road!
.
Salt·Wll« IMlh Is - of r.sfe
used to ch«ll rust prol«tlon
tullt Into lord·bulll '"'·

MOTOR COMPANY
The American Road, Dearborn, Michioan
••ODUCTa JO• THI AIUIUCAM •OAD • THI NOMI
THI JAaM • 1•DUSTaY • A•D THI ASI Of SPACI
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America Praises .New· Pershing Rifles To Meet
Book by Dr. McCoy In Drill Competition
Saturday, .. December 1, Is the
date of the third annual Xaviet•
University Drill Meet, which will
be held at the Ohio National
Gua1·d Armory on Reading Road,

A book written by a Xavier
University dean was chosen by
AMERICA magazine _as "Five to
Note" on the "Home Scene" in
ils November 24 survey of books
of the year,
In citing this book, AMERICAN SCHOOL ADMINISTRA'l'ION: PUBLIC AND CATHOLIC. written by Dr. Raymond F.
McCoy, de a n or the Xavier
Graduate School, AMERICA, the
national review edited by the
Jesuits, said: "Newcomers to the
field of school administrntion ·
will especially welcome this
clear, logical analysis of the art
and its problems. Because of the .
book's unique contribution in
comparing administration within
the two major school systems of
the country (the common and
the Catholic), it is certain also
to be of interest to many veterans."

The McGraw-Hill Book Company, New Yo1·k City, published
Dr. McCoy's book as part of its
"Catholic Series in Education."
The book is intended for graduate courses in· the teaching of
school administration and for use
by principals, supervisors, and
superintendents,
Dean ot the Graduate School
11ince 1946, Dr. McCoy also serves
as chairman of the Xavier de•
J>arlment ot education. Before
Wurld War II, 'he was administrative assistant to the superin•
tendent of schools in Cincinnati,
He serves as representative of
the National Catholic Educational Association on the U. S. National Commission for UNESCO.

Fr. Ratterman
Seeks Cl1ange
In Zoni11g Laws

DAffi"t

Drink to your

.

tend.

PATRONIZE
OUR
ADVERTISERS

health and success!

The four division!> of competition in this drill meet are
straight squad, straight platoon,
exhibition platoon, and individual pet•formance. Last year, the
Pershing Rifles from Xavier won

Frendi Bauer Homogenized Miff< is the
only milk in this area that, day in and day.
out, _is vacuum processed for perfect taste!

FOODS
.. -~A

.

..

'

French: Bauer

The Shield ol Quality
856 East McMillan

"I
.
.I .1.,
·''
~he meet Is opened to the public and all are welcome to ·a'-

nue..

first place in straight squad and
straight platoon, second place in
individual competition, and third
place in exhibition platoon. It
also won the trophy for honor
company. This trophy is awarded
to the best over-all company oC
the drill meet.
This year, as· in the past, the

Besides Company G·l of Xavier,. there will also be drill
teams fl'om the University of
Akron, Bow Ii n g Green State
University, the University of
Dayton, the Unive1·sity or Kentucky, two teams from the University of Cincinnati, Eastern
Kentucky State College, Central
State College, Ohio State College, and Western Kentucky College.

Dr. lla7mond F. MC!Co7

drill meet · will be judged b1'
the Marines from the local recl'Uiting office on Gilbert Av~

WIDELY KNOWN AS THE BEST!

P•one 961-24'1.f

.AU .IT TAKES

"We have found It very bene•
ficial, living in an off-campus
house," declared Paul Nelson,
president of Knight's Manor. He
said that the grealesl benefit result~ from the development of an
individual's responsibility and
ch;1racter in a student-admin•
istered house,

-·

In the past, it has been dif·
fic·ult for students lo 01;ganize
an off-campus house because of
the zoning ordinance which designates most of the suitable locations R-1 or single family
dwellings,
To remedy this condition, Rev.
P. H. Ratterman, S.J., and Paul
Nelson are working with the
North Avondale Neighborhood
Association whose aim is to improve the standards and environ•
rnent of the area. Ex:pressly,
Xavier wishes to have a· reserve
clause inserted inlo a new ordi·
nance which is to make the zoning laws more equitable and uniform. The reserve clause would
permit Xavier students t<> establish a house in a· R-1 zone with
lhe approval of the neighbot'•
hood,
There are seve1·at strong points
favoring acceptance oC the i·e·
serve clause. All three of the off•
campus houses have impl'Oved
their house· and are on the best
or terms with their neighbors.
Many large old houses in Avondale cannot be maintained by a
single family, bul a group ot
college students could easily do
so. Certainly there is a need, for
Xavier must expand. Expansion
through off-campus ho us in I
saves valuable capital for purel1
edL&Cational purposes.

Nothing else needed but you to complete this picture of ftlf;er
smoking at its flavorful best. Enjoy yourself.•. light up a Winston.

·w10ston tastes good
like a cigarette should!
elHl&l,._...'1...._..._................. .
'
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Teilhard de Cliru·din Attempted
Thomistic Synthesis, Says F1·. Kenney
"All Ordinaries,. the superiors of religious institutes,
rectors of semina1ies and presidents of universities are
exhorted to·defend souls, above all the young people from
clangers inherent in the wo1·ks of Father Teilhard de
Charclin. . . ."
So, in part, reads the Monitum issued on June 30 by the
Roman Curia concerning Teilhard, a French Jesuit, whom
many people consider to be one of the greatest thinkers
since St. Thomas Aquinas.
Teilhard was, for many years
preceding his death on Easter tellcctual giant to gather all the
Sunday in .1955, one of the lead- new learning since St. Thoma.s's
SUMMA into a new synthesis;
ing Catholic inteHectuals. Besides
yet this is what 'feilhard has
his writings on spirituality, he attempted-at least partially and
has d one extensive scientific initially. , ••
work, particularly in the fields of
In our assessment of Teilhard,
:geology, paleontology, and anlet us speak first of his errors ...•
thropology; in 1951 he was elected to the French Academy of
'.feilhard is heterodox, in the
. Science. Much of his thought has first place, in his conception of
been concerned with evolution; creation. He speaks of matter
the forward to. his most. impor- . as always existing, as a Many
tant work, THE PHENOMENON that always exists ove1· against
OF MAN, was written by the the .simplicity of God. Thus, Ten:.
well-known Darwinist, J u l i a n hard conceives God's activity of
Huxley. ·
creation as His "condensing, conThe following is a condensation of a discussion of Teilhard
given by Rev. W. Henry Kenney,
S.J., recently appointed chairman of Xavier's philosophy department, at Sacred Heart AcadFor
emy recently.
•222 MONTGOMERY ROAD
To evaluate Teilhard is no

centraling, organizing, unifying,"
the pure antipodal Many--mattcr
Further, Teilhard impugns God's
gratuity in creation; God must
enter into contest with matter
and seek to subdue it .•.•

'Who's Who' Candidates
From Xavier Nominated
Nominated from Xavier University for "Who's Who. Among
Students in American Colleges
and Universities" are thirtythree Xavier students.

Selection of candidates for
.. \Vho's Who" are based on scholarship, leadership, participation
in academic and extra-curricular
The second error concerns evil. activies and service to the UniAccording to Teilhard, error pro- ' versity.
ceeds necessarily from the ManyThe following arc the candimatter. Hence evil constitl.ltes an dates: Seniors: Dennis Baars,
integral and necessary part of Jerome Bosken, Dennis Brown,
the process of an evolving creation, and this is the only way
Goel can create. Evil cannot be
considered, as it traditionally has,
as an accident, nor can crnation
be imagined without evil, nor

John Feldkamp, F r e d Geraci,
John Green, Tom Hasek, John
Hogan, Louis Kuhn, Thad Limlsey, Pat 1\1 c Cann, Al l\lilian,
Hem·y l\lollman, R. Paul Nelson,
Bill Niehaus, Mark Pauly, Tom
:Petrie, T i m Rose, D c n n i s
Schaible, Len Schmaltz, Jeff
Splitgerber, Gary Tyler. Clip
\\'aling, Joe \Vestmeyer, Da\•i1l
Yaegers.
Juniors: Pat Deegan, Rudy
llasl, FrP.d Irwin, Denny l.ong.
Joe Mollman, John O'Shea, Kip
Roe, Ernie Vagedes.

(Continued on Page 10)
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Your Eating Pleasure!

small task, not only because
Teilhard is in. himself a controversial subject, creating both
partisans who fiercely dislike
him and those who idolize· him,
but also ... because the Roman
Curia has made an official pronouncement on Teilhard.
Let us consider the recent
MONITUM or warning of the
Holy Office on June 30th . . . . It ·
says that there are in these writings "ambiguities and even grave
errors in philosophical and theological matters." Hence, the Holy
Office exhorts "all . , . to defend
souls ... from dangers inherent
in the works of Father Teilhanl
and his followers."
Note first that the warning is
a warning --;- it does not attempt
til be a balanced assessment of
Teilhard. Nor it is an infallible
decree of either Pope or Council.
Rather, the June warning resembles closely the interdiction
of the teaching of Aristotle in
1210; there was much that was
strikingly new and probably valuable, together with some errors
and ambiguities, in the newly
discove.red works of Aristotle.
Ecclesiastical authority, as Gilson notes, "faced with that mass
of new conceptions, and in orrlcr
to give itself time to discriminate, began by prohibiting."

NOR\VOOD ·

Phone 631-6250

Open Dally 11:00 A.M. -

e
e
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PLAIN
PEPPERONI
SAUSAGE .

e

Saturday and Sunday 1:00 P.M.

e
e
e

MANGOES
ANCHOVIES
BACON
MUSHROOMS

All Ingredients Processed in Our Own Kitchen
Made Fresh Daily - Not Pre-Baked - Not Frozen
COMPLETE LINE OF ITALIAN SANDWICHES
Spaghetti - Macaroni - Ravioli Cooked To Order
CALL FOR FAST PICK-UP SERVICE
Delivery Serviee On $3.00 Or More To AU Dormitories

Comfort, silence and
luxury to challenge any
car from anywhere

Don't be a meat-head! Get Vitalis with V-7. It
keeps your hair neat all day with!>ut .rease.

~

rVl:i.;·.

Naturally. V-7® is the greaseles~ grooming drsc~v_ery. ·-=-"'· ~:
Vitalis® with V-7 fights embarrassing dandruff, preven.ts . -:":E~.:;
dryness, keeps your hair neat all day without grease. Try at!

There's a lot underneath the beauty of the '63
Chevrolet. Its roomy, comfortable Body by
· Fisher screens out noise and shock. There's
instant response in a choice of 6- or 8-cylinder
engines, a host of refinements to make it run
and look like new longer, and plenty more
that make it hard to believe it's a low-priced
car. But your Chevrolet dealer can prove it!

Th• make mor• peopl•
de,,.ndon

Accordingly, the June warning
o! the Holy Office attempts to
introduce some caution into the
rending, study, and teaching of
Teilhard; this is needed caution,
though. some would wish for a
more balanced, less negn live,
warning. (Would it not sound
orld in the extreme to speak only
or the errors and ambiguities in
St. Thomas - and he posscss(?S
both) ...•
This stricture has special bite
in the case of Tcilhard becnuse
for several decades Catholics
have been wishing for an in-

EXTRA .MONEY
Navy Veterans,
tv1en or Women
SUPPLEMENT YOUR
PRESENT INCOME
If You Are Yn-Pn or Rm
Call 861-1064 after 6 P.M.

1.111·Cllnralll Impala Sporl Stdan ilia"' iU r.ore/ret J1l-11noollmea1 with Uie 11ew /Jel 1tirs a11d 8i8cay11esl

Asif aboul "Go with the Greats," a special record album of top artists and hits and see fou1 entitely
dif(e(ent lf.inds of cars al your Chevrolet deals's-'63 Chevrolet, Chevy II, Corvai1 and Co1veite

-
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Pal'e Tea

'A Great and Seminal Christian Thinker'
Fr. Kenney Comments On- Teilhard
(Continued from P<.1ge 9)

Since Teilhard is so sure that
evolution continues now in the
realm of the human spirit. in
the Noosphere, he looks forward
to a decisive breakthrough to .••
the ultra-human which is again
analogous to the strictly supc1·natural lite, knowledge, and love
given to men through Christ
• • . and to the "ever-gt·owing
Christ" taking more and mnre
possession of the progress oC this
world by His greater and greater
unification with men.

can there be an instantaneous
crc<1lion.
Having expos c d 1'cilhard's
errors. let me repeal: these errors
do not form an integral part ot
Teilhard's synthesi~: rather. they
arc the all-loo-lnunan extrapofotions of a man who has hit
upon a blinding and fruitrul in- '<
sighl.
Whal is this ini;ighl or visionterm~ it'? Here lies
our prime interest in our eval'ltation .• , •
a;; Tcilhard

Before the First World War
Teilhard achieved a grasp or the
thrilling reality of the Mystical
Body; this in ilsell is a remarkable achievement because the
doctrine ot the llilyslical Body
was. for all practical purposes,
unknown at that tirne. Listen lo
'.reilhard:
"· , . Is the Kingdom of God 11
big family? Yes, in a sense it is.
But in another sense it is a
prodigious biological operationthal of the redeeming Incarnation." (THE PHENOMENON OF
MAN, p. 293.)
The language ... fit:< with St.
Paul',; forceful preaching of the
Body oi Chris(. . . . Consider
Sl. Paul's experience on the
road to Damascus where he was
scl'king Christians to persecute.
When light fla~hed from the
sky and he fell lo the ground,
he heard, as you recall. a yoice
sa."ing. '·Saul, Saul. wh.v do you
pcrseculc Mc" - not "M.\• followers." not "My Christians,"
but "Mc." Saul asked: "Who are
You. Lord?" Jesus replied: "I
am Jesus whom you are persecuting." What sort of idcntiric<ition or unific<ition is llrnt,
such that Jesus c<in >a.v, when
you pcrsecu le Christians, you
truly persecute Mc personally? , ,

Tcilhard grasped this: in aclclition he saw that the growth ot
the i\{yslical Body is a true evolution-a mystical evolution-a
bringing 'to be of something that
is not now existent. rt is a continuing Incarnation which takes
place in time and is g u i d e d
l'o"\\·~t·d a concrete goal. What
goat?
To answer this que.qUon, Teilhard uses clues in St. P~~ 'clues
lltal clamor for investigation, but
which are largely ignored. , , .
•.• What Teilhard saw ln St.
Paul is that Christ bears a special
relationship to the whule unlvcr~e. that Christ is doing something, achieving something in the
progress of the universe as a
whole. What?
Teilhard's 1 ab o rs in the
sciences of geology, paleontology,
ancl anthropology give him the
oulline ot an answer. Al the
cenle1· of Teilhard's thought is
• . . the idea of evolution. , , •
What Teilhard sought was • , ,
a generalized theory which would
give a total vision, an encompassing meaning lo man in his

universe. , , •
Now Teilhard developed his
generalized theory of evolution
by using what he calls "hyperphysics," that is, seeking in the
totality ot the phenomena of an
evolving universe laws of recurrence and finality. In other
words • , , is there discoverable
any pattern to the development,
any goal to the changes which
were and are taking place?
The law which Tcilhard discovers he calls the law of complexity I consciousness; with the
upward movement of evolution
we see that mallet• moves ever
towards greater complexity and
grea let· consciousncsi> .•••

Fr. W. Henry Kenney, S.J,
To exemplify the law of com•
plexity t-onsciousness • , • one
nrny say that there is no such
thing as brute matter-matlet·
that is not destined, one way or
another, lo be appl'Opl'iated by
spirit. Initially matter groans to
bring fot•th the highest form or
matter-spirit in matter, man,
This has been aceompli:;hcd only
through God. , , ,
But now the question is: matter
having proceeded to form an
ea1·lh (gcosphcrc), 1 if e (biosphere), and finally man. is evolution finished? . . , No; the
sphere of evolution is not now
directly in matter . , . but takes
place in lhe realm of the spirit
and its activities of reflection and
love. Evolution now takes place
in lhe Noospherc: here too the
same law of complexity/consciousness is operative. Now,
however, the progress of cvolut ion is subject to man's freedom; men can freely commit
themselves to or freely reject
the work of contributing to the
building up of the Noosphcre.
Perhaps the be8l way to explain lhe Noospherc is to say
that it is the natural analogate
or similitude of the supernatural
and Mystical Body ol Christ.
The Noosphere is the growing
and quickening sphere of increasing human knowledge, ot
closer bonds between nations
and peoples, of improving tl'anspm·tation and • , , communication which more and more
unify the growing complexity
of man's natural spfrilual en .. ·
deavors.

Put in other words, what Teithard sees is the harmonization,
the unification ot the d r i v e
toward hum a n and terrestrial
progress and the strictly supernatural drive toward progress
in union with Christ. Further,
he felt that only such a unified
vision of evolution is capable ot
satisfying modern man . . . . The
all-too-common view that man
is without a God or an after-life
can be insufficient, if not paraIYzing, for the efforts necessary
for hominization--man becoming
in time more man .• , ,
Teilhard recognized the attraction or Communism's "God up
aheacl"-the bringing to be of an
absolute in human society and
human perfection. At the same
time he saw that if Chl'istianity's
God is only a "God up above,"
Christians would have no reason
to love and labor for the progress
and perfection of this world.
What is needed, what alone will
satisfy the complete needs of the
human spirit, is a God who is
both transcendant - above all
creation, and immanent-wil hin
the world and man and their
progress.

•

20 Cents Each
9 lbs. 75 Cents

ASTOR LAUllERERS, Inc.
THE STUDENT LAUNDRY

Off 'J'fle Xauiel'

3912 Reading Rd.

Perhaps it is best ta allow
Teilhard to have the last word;
suecintly and humbly he evaluated his own contribution: "I
might have well deceived myself
on a number of points, Let
others, then,. try to do better."

New English
Majors Meet
Meetlnc of pr011peeUve English
majors on Wednesday, December 5, at 1:30 D.m., AUer 20'1.
Sophomores who intend to major
In Encli9b are· requested to attend this meetlnc.

At the same time, Teilhard

Just Show Your Xavier I.D. Cat"d

Just

"Though frightened for a moment by evolution, the Christian
now perceives that what is
offered him is nothing but •
magnificent means of feeling
more at one with God, and of
1iving himself more to Him. , ••
And at the present moment
Christianity is the unique current of thought, on the entfre
surface of the Noosphere, which
is sufficiently audacious and
sufficiently progressive to lay
hold of the world, at the level
of effective practice, in an embrace, at· once ali-eady complete,
yet capable of indefinite perfec-

Summing up then , • • I consider Teilhard de Chardin as a
great and seminal Christian
thinker, one who has already
had and promises to continue
having a large influence in the
shaping of Catholic and nonCatholic thought in the 20th
Century. , • , It is my own private guess that a space or thirty
yea1·s or more will be required
for the Catholic community to
appreciate Tei l hard' s valid
insights. And clearly, caution
will be needed to avoid the
eno1·s in his works; intellectual
acumen will also be needed to
remove the ambiguities in his
thought. •••

It is this apostolic aim that
strnctmes Teilhard's THE PHENOMENON OF MAN which was
written for unbelieving colleagues. This book's purpose is
through the use ot scientific
knowledge to sec all the implications of the evolving human
phenomenon and thus lead modern man to Christ.

LAUNDRY SPECl.AL!.
•

••• To the Christian he addresses these challenging and
heartening words:

tion, where taith and hope reach
their fulfillment in· love."

, , . Tcilhard developed his
vision or man .•. in contrast t.a
the materialism or many scientists who share with Com.munism
a denial of God's existence and
man's immortality. 'L'cillrnrcl saw
the radical insufficiency of the
credo of his non-b'elicving colleagues and sought to be an
apostle to lhcm. , , ,

XAVIER STUDENTS
Shirts • •
Fluff Dry

ftnds himself an apostle to mod·
ern Catholics. • • • Pa1·t of the
trouble causing the very poor
showing of American Catholics'
in the realms of intellectual influence comes from Catholics'
possessing an insufficient understanding and love of the value
of human progress. A spirituality
which values only eternal life
will certainly nol produce lay
apostles sufficiently equipped and
dedicated to bring Christ to all
spheres of human action. In THE
DIVINE MILIEU Teilhard displays a spirituality , , , which
enables the Christian , •. to find
Christ in our human labors for
a better world. , , ,

Campus

Phone 281-1165

LIEUTENANT JOHN MONTEFUSCO, HISTORY MAJOR, CLASS OF '61

"If I had it to do over again,
·would Itake Army R.O.T.C.?
M1 wife and I are in Panama at the moment. She likes
it·, You know, Officers' Club, dances-that sort of thing.
I like it, too. But whether I stay in the Army or not, the
question is: Would I take Army R.O.T.C. if I had it to
do over again? Yes, I certainly would. In spades, I
didn't realize how lucky I was. At the time I figured:
Okay, so I'll get my degree-get an Army commission,
too, and pick up some extra money along the way! I
wasn't the leadership type, I thought. I was wrong. Boy,
was I wrong! Looking back on it, I wouldn't trade the
leadership training I got for anything! Take my word
for it, leaders are made-not born! Whether I stay in
the Army or not, nobody can take away what I've
learned. And let's face it, where can anybody my age
step out of college and walk into a standard of living this
good? Look, if you have already invested two years in
college ROTC, take it from me: Stfrk it out! It'll be
one or the sma1:test things you cve1· did. 1 say so.'~
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Fr. O'Brien's Salesmanship Increases
Out-of-Town Enrollment 600% In Decade
by Richard Grupenhofl

Fr. O'Brien is an interesting
man performing many interesting tasks. Besides. holding down
the duties of assistant to the
President, special assistant in
matters pertaining to Xaviet·'s development, and moderato1· of the
Dad's Club, Fr. O'Brien travels
over 100,000 miles each year
from coast to coast, border to
border, bringing the name of
Xavi.er University to thousands
of high school seniors and their
parents through e a r e f u 11 y
planned programs of college
guidance nights and pre-college
clinics. He is Xavier's indefatigable master builder, whose main
tool is the Si>oken word.

Hl8 Plan Or AeUon
On the road, Fr. O'Brien is
Xavier's official representative,
Working hand in hand with
Dad's Club chapters thl'Oughout
the country, he formulates these
guidance clinics, gathering high
school seniors and showing them
the ·value of an education at
Xavier. Realizing that there are
many. problems which face high
school seniors during their choice
of a university, Fr. O'Brien
places much emphasis on direct
contact. He has Xavier alumni
and Xavier students speak to the
hig'h school seniors and their
parents about the value of a
college education and their military obligations. A member of
the Dad's Club is on hand to
discuss the variou·s ways to finance a college education. Fr.
O'Brien then contributes a final
word and remains available for
personal consulta.tion.

No Vaeations Here
Fr. O'Brien's schedule is a
busy one. From September to

early January he attends approximately three g u i d a n c e
clinics a week in various high
schools throughout l'he cotmtry,
From January through midMarch he is busy working on
fund-raising ca m pa i g n s. The
Dad's Club contributes m u c h
support to these c a m p a i g n s
through the "Dads United for
Xavier Program." From midMarch to early may, Fr. O'Brien
is arr~nging for the annual Family Day which draws parents
from all points of the country to
the Xavier campus, and from

There's a new Xavier Uni\·cr:::ity Grille in downtown Chicago,
This docs not mean that Xadcr
has gone into the extension business. The Grille is located in the
new $2.750,000 Loyola University Center at Rush and Pearson
Streets. It so happens that Xavier's immediate past president,
the Very Re\'. James F. Maguire,
S.J., is now Loyola's president
a.id both Xavier and Loyola are
under the jurisdiction of the
Chicago province of the Society
of Jesus.
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MONDAY,
DECEMBER 3

Travelers ln1111r1nce Co.

All Degreea

Actuarial, Sales, Sef'rice
Vnderwriting
Mr. Rieck
Home Olftce & Field Po•iuon•

TUESDAY,
DECEMBER t

Dept. of Lakr
Wage I: Boar

BDB. Ad. Math

Wage I: Hour lnve•Ugator

lllr. Green

WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER 5

Sor.lat SecaritJ
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All

Claims Representative

llr. mencllt

THURSDAY,
DECEllBEB I
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Sales
Research

llr. Duncan

Jlarketlng-Econ.-All
Gen. Bu..-Accoantln1

Management Tralnlns
Tran1portatlon
Aecoant1n1

llr. lle,uer
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Jlr. Woodrull

Econ. Accounting

TUESDAY,
Kro1er Ce,
DECEllllEIL 11
WEDRESDAY, Put, Jlanrlrll
DECllllB•a 12

a

llHclleU Acco•atln1 llaJoH

c
uastians"
llo••d on lh• hilarious bool "The QueJlion Man. "I

50 CASH AWARDS A MONTH. ENTER NOW. HERFS HOW:
First, think of an answer. Any answer. Then come up with
a nutty, surprising question for it, and you've done a
"Crazy Question." It's the easy new way for students to
make loot. Study the examples below, then do your own.
Send them, with your name, address, college and class,
to GET LUCKY, Box 64F, Mt. Vernon 10, N. Y. Winning
entries will be awarded $25.00. Winning entries sub·
mitted on the inside of a Lucky Strike wrapper will get a
$25.00 bonus. Enter as often as you like. Start right now!

RULES: The Reuben H. Donnelley Corp. will judge entries on the basis of
. humor (up to \IJ), clarity and freshness (up to I>) •nd appropriateness (up
to 'I.I), •nd their decisions will be final. Duplicate prizes will be awarded
in the event of ties. Entries must be the original works of the entrants and
must be submitted in the entrant's own name. There will be 50 awards
every month, October through April. Entries received during each month
will be considered for that month's awards. Any entry received after April
30, 1963, will not be eligible, and all become the property of The American
Tobacco Company. Any college student may enter the contest, except em·
ployees of The American Tobacco Company, ils advertising agencies and
Reuben H. Donnelley, and relatives of the said employees. Winners will be
notified by mail. Contest subject to all federal, state, and local regulations.
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XAVIEn NEWS has made arrangements with the RKO Grand
Theatre for Xavier University
students to see Darryl F. Zanuck's "The Longest Day" at reduced prices for the 7:30 p.m.
performance on Sunday, December 9. Regular prices for this
show are Orchestra and Loge,
$2.50; Balcony, $2.00.

"The Longest Day" is a vivid
pictul'ization of Cornelius Ryan's
famous book on the story of
the D-Day invasion Of Europe.
__ It was produced with the full
cooperation of the governments
of the United States, England,
France and· Germany. It is acknowledged to be one of the.
finest war pictu1·cs ever. made
as it slicks strictly to the facts
of the invasion without any attempt tu overdrama&i~.

Loyolans Lunch
At Xavier Grille

ATTENTION: SENIORS!
Campus Interviews Scheduled for December, 1962

Get
!'lay"C

Low Rates For
"Longest Day"

Xavier University st u d en ts
may secure a 50-cent discount on either of these prices by presenting their Xavier I.D. cards
at the RKO Grand Theatre boxoffice. '.fhis reduction in pl'ice is
available only for the 7:30 performance on Sunday, December 9, but it is possible to pick
up tickets anytime prior to that
date or on the nigh,t of the show.

Mermaid Tavern, the campus
literary group founded by Father Sweeney in 1931, admitted
two new members recenlly. They
are Terence Coyne, a sophomore
math major from Norwood, Ohio,
and Howard Charbeneau, a jun.:.
ior English major from Detroit.
In order to become members,
they had to complete a questancy. This year's questancy was
of a cl i fferen t type than that
of previous years. There was no
haz:ng and little indignity. They
were required to read certain
books.
Anyone interested in Joining
this club for writers and discussion can contact his English

Throughout the 12 years he
has spent at his present post,
Fr. O'Brien has kept his shoulder
to the w he e I - spreading the
name of Xavier University
throughout the country. Out-oftown enrollment has increased
by six-hundred per cent in the
past decade, giving ample proof
of a job well done.

Rev. Edward J. O'Brien, S.J.

professor for information i:ince
their recommendation is a criterion for admission.

Mermaid Ranks
Sw·eJI Again

May to September he visits numerous molhet· houses across the
nation explainin~ Xavier's educational· programs for siste1·s.

Xavier University is no longer
''that seminary <m the hill"
known only to a select few; but
rather it is a name now spoken
and respected from Boston to
San Francisco, from St Paul to
Miami Beach. One of the persons
primarily responsible for placing
Xavier among the leading universities of this country is Rev.
Edward J. O'Brien, S.J.
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THE QUESTION IS: WHAT 00 YOU GET WHEN YOU REQUEST A PACK OF THE
MOST POPULAR REGULAR-SIZE CIGARETIE AMONG COLLEGE STUDENTS?
Right! You get Lucky; you get the fine-tobacco taste of Lucky Strike. This great
taste is the best reason to start with Luckies ••. the big reason why Lucky smokers
stay Lucky smokers. So get with it. Get Lucky today!
.
9'~ .,,/..
l/'1_ __ p______
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~·St»«ial

Chairn1a11 Issues
iStatement On Probatio11
A meeting of tlat.> St u de 11 C
Co1rncil Social Committee held
Tlw r.~day, No11e111ber 15, looked
into the pl'oblem of tlte French
Cl 11 /J and El et Hall's holding
partil'S without 11ermisio11. Tiie
fnllowi11g is tl1e statement of the

Suciol Chairma11, Dave Yaegers,

•11

tile meeting.

In the X Book it is stated in
the Rules for Student Organiza-

tions that in order to have a
party the expressed permission
of the Social Chairman must be
obtained. This has also been established by past precedent.
Because of this reason the Social Committee found Elct Hall
and the French Club guilty of
violating the rules and fined Elet
Hall S 10.00 or 60 days social probation and fined the French Club
$30.00 or six months probation.
It. is the duty and function of
the Social Chairman to coordinate the activities of the various
organizations on campus. In orde1· for him to accomplish this
it is necessary that the rules
which are set down in the X
Book be followed. ·

Class Representatives Named In
Dean's Speech Tourney Preliminary
Each semester a speech tournament is conducted ror the students taking Ex 2, the course
in extemporaneous speaking. In
November each section chooses
its I wo best speake1·9 to compete
in the contest. The following are
t .. .: elected representatives of
their rcs1>ective classes: Dick
G1·u1>enhoff. sOb O'Brjen of Section A; John Murr a y, Mike
Muellen of Section B; Mike Di
Cello, Ken· Czillinger of Section C; Watson Algier, John
Loren7. of Section D; Jim Lawler, F..ank Schmidt o( Seclion

E; and two speakers from Section F.
The general topic of the tour•
nament is "Today's American:
Conformist or Radical?"
The itpeeches will be gl'aded
on thought, action, voice, oral
language, and speaking personality, The speeches will run five
to six minutes with no notes
pel'lnitted dm·ing the speech.
The judges will be a Jesuit, a
lay professor, and a student. In
the semi-finals on December 5,
the top five speake1·s are select- ·
ed by the judces for the finals.

Comm·g Next Week. - 'He.0· ry IV, Part I'

* COCKTAIL .LOUNGE

* FORUM l)INING ROOM

Chuckwagon luncheons 11 :30 to 2:30 p.m.
Open nightly 6 ·to 9 p.m., 10 p.m. Saturdays.
Chef Alex of Paris.
Monday Smorgasbord,

Jumbo Cocktail Hour Daily 5-7 p.m.
Dancing Wed., Fri., Sat. 10 p.m. to 2:30 a.m.
Trio. Jose at the piano.

*PRIVATE PARTIES ... LUNCHEONS.
BARBER SHOP •

The finals will be on December
12 at 1:30 in Kelley Aud(torium.
The finals will be opened to all
students as an "A" convocation.
'.r.he fit·st three winners will •be
awa1·ded trophies and the other
two finalists will receive certificates of merit.
'rhe purpose Gf the Dean's
Speech Tournanwnt, which is
sponso1·ed by the Xavier Dads'
Club, is to stimulate student interest in public speaking as .an
essential requirement of a university craduate.

CIFT SHOP •

• •

SWIMMING POOL

MEETINGS .•. RECEPTIONS
•

HOME OF WZIP

Oak at Burnet • • • • Off Routes 25-42, Reading Road • • •• 281-3300

·-·

fohn F. Corcoran
Ceneral Manager

Margaret C. link
President

Dr. Joseph link, Jr.
Vice President

Miss Ann D.ivitt
Asst. Manager

Robert Weiner
Maitre D'

Chef Alex
Paris, France

